TOYING AROUND
Brazilian design duo the Campana Brothers’ iconic stuffed-animal seating gets the unmistakable imprint of Brooklyn artist KAWS.
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T THE BROOKLYN studio of artist Brian Donnelly, who goes by the handle of KAWS, assistants are jockeying stepstools to and fro among 10 enormous canvases. It’s late on an autumn afternoon, and in just over three weeks, the paintings are due at Skarstedt Gallery’s Manhattan space for Donnelly’s first show with the dealer. The artist, 44, stops working to welcome Humberto Campana, one half of the Brazilian design duo the Campana Brothers, who has arrived straight off a plane from São Paulo. The pair and Donnelly have a looming deadline of their own: In about two months, a collection of limited-edition chairs and sofas—part of their KAWS/Campana collaboration—is set to make its debut at Design Miami, the sister fair of Art Basel Miami Beach.

The carnival vibe of South Beach in December seems fitting for furniture that, at first glance, looks destined for adult playgrounds around the world. Near the back of KAWS’s studio, Campana lifts a plastic cover to reveal a sofa upholstered in a heap of cartoonish pink plush toys. “The eyes look like eggs,” he says, pulling on one of the figures’ googly eyeballs. The sofa is an offshoot of the Campana Brothers’ Stuffed Toys seating, a series they began in 2002. Instead of using latex foam, that most humdrum of furniture ingredients, they inhabit chairs, benches, sofas and stools with a menagerie of soft creatures sewn together. Here, the froth of arms, legs and tubby torsos belongs to a doll-size version of BFF, one of KAWS’s cartoon-like characters; other pieces in the collection feature his take on Snoopy.

Such riffs on pop-culture creation are a key part of Donnelly’s visual language. And by shifting scale and context, he multiplies his characters’ messages and his intended audience. BFF, for instance, first appeared in 2008 as an 18-foot-tall sculpture installed outside a Bangkok mall and exhibition space; it also turned up in Apple’s recent “Beyond the Mac” ad campaign and as an enormous floral sculpture on the runway for Dior Homme’s spring/summer 2019 collection. Designer Kim Jones was so smitten that he gave out BFF toys in Baby Dior suits—and re-created the rose-covered figure for his latest ads. The furniture project came about through Marc Benda, of the Manhattan-based Friedman Benda gallery, which represents Fernando and Humberto Campana, 57 and 63. Benda has been friendly with Donnelly and his wife, artist Julie Chang, for almost a decade, helping them build a formidable collection of designs by Ron Arad, Faye Toogood, Joeri Leersmans and Etro Sottsass, among others. Two fuzzy Campana Brothers sofas have turned out to be the biggest hits with the couple’s young daughters.

“When I first saw the Campana pieces, they were just fun,” says Donnelly, a former graffiti artist and Disney animator. “You look at so many things day to day, and then something just jumps out at you.”

Humberto Campana encountered Donnelly’s work as part of a public sculpture exhibition in Amsterdam in 2015, when Benda brokered a request from Donnelly to collaborate, the brothers didn’t hesitate. Since the early ‘80s, they have pushed the boundaries of design by reimagining common, sometimes castoff materials, questioning received ideas of value, authorship and beauty itself. Donnelly’s work picks into some of the same corners, and though furniture design was new to him, he’s often dabbling in product design, from a line of skateboards for Supreme to clothing for Unrkl. This spring, Dior will begin selling bags and accessories tagged with a patchy, fey-beered KAWS interpretation of the company’s popular insect emblem. “These figures—they’ve kind of taken on a life of their own,” Donnelly says of his growing universe.

Each piece in the KAWS/Campana series, comprising from 75 to 120 KAWS stuffed toys (made in China), canvas-couch legs and a stainless-steel frame, took around three weeks to build by hand in the Campanas’ São Paulo workshop. “It’s very obsessive, to make sure the connections are strong from one plush to the other,” Campana says. In-process photos were sent to Donnelly, and eventually the work itself arrived in New York for inspection.

“The brothers and Donnelly are eager to keep the partnership going. “We’re both storytellers, in our different ways,” says Campana. “I always think about full environments,” Donnelly explains, “and this is a great addition to a little world that exists in my head.”

Before Campana takes off, Donnelly has something to share. He leads the designer to a back room, where two film dolls doctored up by the artist Joyce Pensato stand in a corner. Donnelly sets the figures in motion, and their unmistakable voices fill the room. Then of the furry forms tips over without breaking stride, the men burst into spasmodic giggles. Just two guys, playing with their stuffed animals.

**MIAMI IN MOTION**

In early December, Art Basel Miami Beach and Design Miami are occasion for openings and launches that extend the fun after the festivities have ended.

**HAUS BROTHERS**

A major museum show from Nicolai and Simon Haas, who are also showing with N Galleria at Design Miami, is at the city’s Bass Museum of Art through April 31.

**THE SURF CLUB**

Joseph Dirand, who helped transform the club into a Four Seasons property, has reimagined its 20th-century cabanas as modern beachside oases.

**CALICO X PHILIPPE MALOUIN**

A wallpaper collection, debuting as a Design Miami installation, joins the talents of Brooklyn firm Calico and designer Philippe Malouin.

**FENDI**

Alan Faena continues the development of his Faena District with a new retail space, stocking emerging and cult designers, in a former hotel renovated by the firm OMA.

Before Campana takes off, Donnelly has something to share. He leads the designer to a back room, where two film dolls doctored up by the artist Joyce Pensato stand in a corner. Donnelly sets the figures in motion, and their unmistakable voices fill the room. When one of the furry forms tips over without breaking stride, the men burst into spasmodic giggles. Just two guys, playing with their stuffed animals.